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NCC to construct Dansmästaren project including 133 
rental units in Uppsala 
 

NCC is to construct the Dansmästaren project in partnering form with 

Uppsalahem AB and Uppsala Parkerings AB. The project will include 133 

rental apartments, a parking facility and large premises in the Rosendal 

district of Uppsala, Sweden. The order value is SEK 290 million. 
 
“Uppsala is expanding at a rapid rate and there is still substantial demand for rental 
units. With NCC as a partner, we will be able to add a number of much-needed rental 
units in a new city district,” says Niosha Baghaei, Construction Manager, Uppsalahem 
AB. 

Dansmästaren will be have a strategically important location at the northern entrance of 
the new Rosendal district. The district will be close to transport links and particularly, 
the university campus area, which is also likely to be reflected in the people who will live, 
work and study in the area. 

“It is exciting to now start work on the project in Rosendal, which is also our first to be 
conducted in a partnering format. It is entirely aligned with our owner directives of 
adding new parking facilities in prime strategic locations throughout the city,” says 
Gustav Törnquist, Construction and Property Manager, Uppsala Parkerings AB. 

Dansmästaren will consist of a six-story building with 133 rental apartments ranging 
from studio to one-bedroom apartments and adapted for student living. The apartments 
will be built to meet a Silver environmental rating from the Sweden Green Building 
Council. 

The parking facility will cover an area of nearly 14,500 square meters and feature  
about 460 parking spaces, of which 100 will be equipped with charge points for electric 
cars. The ground floor will house a large 2,200-square-meter premises.  

“This is a challenging and exciting project being conducted in partnering form together 
with Uppsalahem and Uppsala Parkerings AB. Partnering is based on close and 
transparent dialogue between all of the parties involved throughout the duration of the 
project, which guarantees the implementation process and ensures a high-quality and 
sustainable end-product,” says Henrik Landelius, Head of NCC Building Sweden. 

Work is expected to commence in February with occupancy scheduled for summer 
2020. 

The transaction will be registered among orders in the fourth quarter of 2017 in the NCC 
Building business area. 

For further information, please contact: 
Niklas Malmfors, Business Manager, NCC Building, +46 76 760 12 27 
Anna Trane, Head of Corporate Media Relations & Press, NCC, +46 70 884 74 69 

NCC’s media line: +46 8 585 519 00, E-mail: press@ncc.se, NCC’s Mediabank  
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About NCC. Our vision is to renew our industry and provide superior sustainable solutions.  

NCC is one of the leading companies in construction, infrastructure and property development in the Nordic 

region, with sales of SEK 53 billion and 17,000 employees in 2016. The NCC share is listed on Nasdaq 

Stockholm. 


